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or by any means without written permission from Anchin, Block & Anchin LLP.

ABOUT ANCHIN

Founded in 1923 in New York City, Anchin, a leading public accounting, tax, and advisory firm, is recognized as a top-
tier firm nationwide in terms of its quality, management, scope of services, and work environment.

With a diverse staff of nearly 400, including 58 partners and principals, and numerous specialized industry and service 
groups, our full-service firm provides companies and individuals with a wide range of accounting, tax, and advisory 
services.

At Anchin, we help you overcome challenges and achieve your financial objectives with exceptional confidence. 
We empower privately-held businesses, investment funds and high-net-worth families to realize their goals and 
drive success, in any economy. Featured consistently in leading “best of” lists for firm management and employee 
satisfaction, we have also cultivated a reputation for meticulous and thoughtful service—you work directly with 
senior-level professionals who provide expert advice, accountability, and continuity over the life of our relationship. 
When your financial future matters most, Anchin breaks through uncertainty with clarity, knowledge and skill.

DIGITAL RISK SOLUTIONS

Constant advances in technology can provide any business with new tools to enable growth and manage business risk 
more effectively. The pace of change, however, heightens the need to continuously adapt systems and processes to 
ensure both security and efficiency. 

Many organizations struggle to launch their digital transformation journey. No matter where they are in the process, 
Anchin’s Digital Risk Solutions Group (ADRS) provides risk advisory technology solutions to help you overcome the 
complex challenges involved with data, cyber and digital transformation.

Clients often reach us when traditional applications have failed; we can provide fast-track protection to organizations 
during their most vulnerable moments. ADRS offers sophisticated acumen with technology, and extensive risk 
advisory expertise to develop cutting-edge solutions. The first priority is to prevent a situation from getting worse; 
when engaged preventatively, we can create a new competitive advantage.

KEY AREAS OF EXPERTISE:

Internal Audit/SOX/Compliance 

We assess where Internal Audit and 
SOX can bring you the most value. 

ADRS provides services that include 
staffing and expertise to implement 

the use of advanced analytics, 
to make the audits and internal 

processes as efficient and effective 
as possible. 

Digital Transformation 

Using an AI-based technology 
toolset and extensive operational 
and technological expertise, our 

team will assess current operational 
needs and anticipate future needs. 
We’ll help you build out a roadmap 
towards a successful and profitable 

transformation, ensuring your 
system or operational transition is 

efficient and effective.

Risk Advisory 

Whether it’s identifying key risks 
through a comprehensive Enterprise 

Risk Management program or 
developing key risk indicator 

dashboards, we enable business 
owners to make impactful risk-

based decisions and give leaders a 
sense of the risks that truly affect 

their business.
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